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UNIVERSITY OF EVANSVILLE
CLIFFORD MEMORIAL LIBRARY

Library Instruction Program
.
1981-82 Annual RepOrt

The 1981 teport to the ,lational EndoWment for the.

Humanities and the Council on Library Resources foCused on

program development and improvement rather,than program

initiation and general. activity which Adominated- previous

annual reports. This year's report ,ill continue the theme

of program development. However,,since this is the fifth

and final report, it will also synthesize and review the =

/'
overall. progress of the program.

- The-Fifth Year: Developments

A principal characteristic of-the library instruction

Program at the University of Evansville is its integrated

approach. This,apptoach means that librarians work with

existing. classes in the curriculum rather 'than teaCh a

separate class on library skills. Because of this integration,

curricular changes in a sChool or department often have a

:'direct and significant impact on the library-instructidn

program. Since curriculums change fairly often according to

a variety of factors (state regulations, accreditation reviews,

change cf emphasis in a discipline, etc:), therlibrary

instruction program has always tried to be as flexible as

possible 'in its.appiloach.

This year, curricular change was significant and came

aboutthrough a university-wide revision of the general

9
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education-requirements. In keeping with the national trend,

the revision strengthened what had becoTe fairly looSe require-

ments-in many Of the schools and colleges .at the University.

One change that particularly effects the library-instruction

program is that all students will now be required to take a

second composition class, This class is to focus around the

completionof a library research paper.
_

The new second composition class will solve a prOblem

that has been,with the library instruction prograM since-. it

be4an. Until the general education revision, students.,had....-
,

only one required composition course, Composition 104.

Integration of library instruction with Composition 104 was
6

.a primary goal of the program from the beginning' and, in many

respects, the foundation on which it was to buila. HOwever,

Since-CompoSition 104 was the only required compositiom class,

the basic writing skills that had to beVIvered in this class

were considerable. Furthermore since this ),arge4lamOuntof'

ffaterial had to be covered within thd time constraints Of.the

quarter system it was difficult for many instructors to

include the research paper which library-'instuction necessitates.

As a result of these factors, actual use of library instruction

in Cciposition 104.has been,erratic and has not Met the leVel

estP1:iished by the original program objectives.

As.part.Of last year's library sel:f-study, a task force

on library instruction studied the Composition 1.04 problem

and recommended as a ossible solution that a basic library

instruction.presentatio be included in a compOsition class.



other than 104. In fls report, the task force also noted

that "the current. nterest in general dducation requirements

may provide the me'ans, to carry out this tecommendation:

The new composition class will be focused.around the

Completion of a research,paper. Library instruction will

therefore play a central role by introducing students to-

, library resources for development of the paper. In tontrast,

Composition 104 was primarily a "qcasomar and expository writing:

class." Library instruction in 104 wag always in addition

to these areas and.an'option that'many feculty chose not to.

include.

The failure of Composition 104 to serve as a'foundation
9

f

claSS for the instruction program was never due to a lack of

general support by the English Department faculty for the,

program. Several faculty have often expressedtheir.desire"

to include library instruction in 104.but felt too constrained

by the-factors already discuSsed.' The second composition claSs

will provide the time these faculty members feel.they need in

,(Drder to provide a library instruction presentation and still

cover other necessary material. This kind of general'support

was made clear in a recent meeting to discuss the.effect of

the new general education program on the library dnstruction

progi.am with the. English Department. All faculty at that

meeting were in fawr of excluding library instru6tion, from,

Composition 104 and including it dn the new second comAsition

class. It was also generally expressed that this new class was

"the answer to our problem" and.that library instructiOn woUld

0
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be a natural and important component Of the_second compoSition

êlasS. The general support for. the instruction program that

has always been present in the English Department Will now
,

,be fully utilized. Because of this support and because the

second.compoSition class will focus,around the completion of

a research paper, the new class will provide a foundation for

the library instruction program' which Composition 104 had

never successfully established.

.Another weakijess Of'the program identified by last year's

task force dealt with excessive duplication of library instruction.

Td.resolve this difficulty, the task force recommended wprking

wAh schools and departments individually,to develop a program

of library instruction that would identify certain classes

.
for instruction'each time tqey are taught. In this manner, a

progressive series of presentations.could be given,,building

eachtime on the coritent_ofeiprevious lectUres. This approadh

would eliminate4a great portion Ofthe duplicdtion arid,

furthermore, produce graduates within amajor who would be .

uniformly competent in their bibliographic skills.

To carry out the task force's!recommendation, two schools

were selected this year for initial efforts. The School of

Nursing and the School of EducatiOn were selected for two

primary reasons. First,'. both schools.,have a tightly structured
'

curriculum which matcheS well'with the sequential, progresSive

nature of the library instruction proposal. This tightly

structured curriculum also allowed for relatively easy identi7

fication -of ciasSes that could receive library instruction at
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the more.advanced levels. The second reason_for'their
0

selection was that each school. had a factilty member as a

member of the Library Self-Study Team. 'These two faculty

members, Rita Behnke in Nursing and Sylvia Mobre in Education,

were .familiar with the study's recOmmendati n and were

especially helpful in giving comments on .proposal drafts,.

suggestions for'the selection of appropriate classes and

adVice On how to best approach their respective schools With

the final pi-oposal

Attached to this report are the two prOposals,and coVer

memos that were sent to the Schools of Nursing andEducation.

. With the extensive curricular chan4es brought by the general

education revision, there has been little time for either of

these !Schools:to give,attention to the library instruction

proposals, so official response haS not yet come; however,

informal comments from some of the faculty haVe been

enthusiastic and supportive.

Even without official adoption of the proposal, some

benefits have already come about.in the School of Nursing.

-.One of the classes identified for instruction in the Nursing

proposalyaS Nursing 353. This past quarter the faculty member

teaching the ClasS rranged for an in-class library presentation

on the basis of the rationale presented in the proposal. This--

was the first time that the classThad received such a presenation.

Yet, while events such as.this and unOlficial reception

generally indicate eVentual adoption, it is unclear what the

_immediate future of-the propoSal is in the School of.Nursinq..

)4P"
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Curriculum changes have come nbt only With general education'

requirementS in Nursing but also with an ektensive in-house

curriculum review that may require Changes in the library

inatruption,proposal as originalqy submitted- However, it

does appear that the faculty in the 'School of Education will

JP
adopt the proposal in the fall. Once the proposals to these

two schools have been adopted, other schools. and departments

-will be identified and similar programs developed for adoption

. Last_ year's annual reportnoted that the Library had

begun offering computerized_literature search services to the'

Univergity community aild that lecture/demonstrations on this

neW method of research W-ere becoming par-Lol the library
a

instruction program. This instructiOnal activity, has cop.tinued

and expanded during this past year. jncluded as part of t4s
-

year's statistics'(attached) are eleven.presentati,ons to classes

On the use'bf bibliographic data bases. A class presentation

,includes a general discussiorithe logic Used in Online.

Searching, the role of data base vendors, the advantages and'

disadvantage.s of a coMputerized search, and the specifics of -

how to initiate a gearCh at Clifford Library. One presentation

was made to a group.of faculty at a well-attended faculty

development seminar, sponsored jointly by the Library and the

University-Department of Continuing Education. Besides pre-
,

sen-Cing the information outlined above in more dqpth, the

presentation also provided dn opportunity to expressthe



ibrary's interest in .giVing sj.milarptesenta4cins.as part

the insitruction prbgram to,upper division classes that_

, . ,_. .

.

have significpnt research prbjects,or are researchrelated:

?.
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i
an even deeper impression.on students as they: see,relevant

; .1.

i
.citations appear on the screen,within a matter of minutes.

I

"
Oneof the most important elements of'a lecture on .data

,

base_searching'is a brief demonstration of an:online search.

Even When Speaing tb a class of'senior engineering students,

the potential and power pf online searchingjpecomes much.e

e

clearer with"a demonstration.: A SuggeSted topic 'taken from

the class, rather,than a pre-planned search,.seems to make

This is true even 'though the search strategy used for the .

topic may be crude and' unrefined since it is formulated
i.

.
.quickly-and ad'hoc. There are many dangers Inherent ift a

claFdemoñstrtion, and theY can be counter-productive if

d.
.

they occur: However, problems occur surprisingly infrequently.

Thus, the pobential advantages of a sucCesSful online,demon-

stration,far outweigh the disadvantages asociated with'

infrequent failures.
4

Though online demonstrations are important, they have

6 .

had to be either eXcluded,from the presentation altogether

or limited to very small yroups Individuals in'groups that

are even as large as teh ox twelve cannot all see,what is'

'happening on the terminal. This year, however, two students

from the Schdol of Engineering have been working on the 6

constructibn of an interface device between the terminal and'

television monitor. The Project was done a8 part of the



Senior Design Seininar required of all engineering Seniors..

Thd project.is prog-resaing and
)will .hopefully be complete by

t.pe fall. quarter. .The:fnterface .device will allow for .

y
'demonstrations.to -large group's and will be: a valuable asset

A

to the instructionp"rogram.,
.

. '..%

In this'fifth'yean, it is ironic that 'a 'concern for :Lhe
,

cs

,, .

' imprOvement of the.general etlucation progra , a development

4.

completely outside the,library instrUctibn'program, solved

problem that has affected the prograWs effectiveness from the

beginning. While it.may be ironic/ -as long, as the 'program is

an integrated part Of the curriculumHand not a separate,

independent class, th,is external typQ of effect on the program.

sm.

cannot be called Unexpecte'd or unlikely to happen in thefuture

in' some othelk way. When it Cloe'13.happen again, it may not be

for the better of the library insteuction,program as was the

cas'e this year. Eowever, regardless of.future'effdcts on the

f.'
program from outsideodevelompents, the abilitY to remain

effective. and even to i*Mprove from these changes will be°based

on,the prograW-s flexibility, its ability to adapt'in.a.Changingt

dynamic environment., The library instruction program a-L.-the

University', of Evansville has this quaiity, and because of it,

will continue to be effective in the yeZrs to come.

.4

4
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Five-YeaCjteview and Assessment ,

: *_
Ak. success ful program in any enterprise whethet edddation,

.
.

'science, or' ,indilstry'isoften viewed a8 a series of progressive.'
-.

accomplishment. The common per.ception is that the suddesse8

; -

of the mearbt tecentyeat should surpass the accomplishments of

previaus years-until, finally, the goal is reached., While

this type of'devtIbpment may be. conSidered ,the ideal process,

,

successful ptograms hardly ever follow sUch a perfec- t pattern.

The mare, usual process is to piogress byway of successes

'and 'failures, accoMplishments as Well.as unsolved problems,

..The hislory of'the University of -Evansville bibliograbhIc

insttuctiOn program'over the past'five Yars has followed

this'latter type of deKelapment. .In assessing the program as

a whole it IS.important fodocument the suCcesses and-the

0

,
-"

acCOmplishments,..but. it.is,egually important to deal with the
.

.

- .. ,
,,;,.,

4
.. ,..:

. .

shortcomings, the p reroblethat main. unsolved. -1-t.js only.
.

. ,,.. .,

when both these elements'die known that We cah determine if

the program is'a succesful, one.
q....

Thb annual reportS,to NH and,CLR are the.program's

0

D

hiary. They document' m'any of the program)s accomplishments

.and.iats problems. As with personal diaties, rereading therri
, -

provides keen insight into developments aS well as points of

teference from wIlch the program a it now exists can be_

reviewed.

The first annual report was writ:ten by Mary Biggs. M.
-Biggs was the director of the program for 'the',first two years,

-
and her report begiri-S- positively with a list of the strengths

ii
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and successes of the first'year. The,first strength
. .. ,

announced that 'relatiVelr little resistance ffromfacultyl

has been exlcounterer :Thistatement provides one of the

most striking Signs of progress of the.EirOgraM si:nce it
,

clearly implies that resistance Waslexpepted.;. when little

resistance'ocpurred, itsignified a Wcessfuf eJement of°the

program.

-- An ypedtation of resist nce is now so foreign.to Ihe
. .\

prOgraili it is surprising to rea it in this first anrival

oreport. ,This is not to say, howier, that acceptance of the

program is absolute in 1982. There,are somefaculty.Members

Who have always resisted libraryHinstruction and who will

' always resist, but they,are-a small mino/ity. The-reasonS
'

for theit resistance vary widely, are deep-seated, and:have
,

never:been related to a dissatisfaction with the libraty

6 instruction program itself.
.b*

Many ef.the athersucceSses listed in the'firsttepott

-are surprising in retrospect because they have now begothe

a, .

sugh an integral and everyday Tart of the libtary's ,services..

For example, therepat,describes.the vertital file

,beTote the library Lstruction program a little7used

PaMPhlet depositcAy." NOwi according to the nep.c4.t;,it "has
. , .

been reborn as the Information Filet.[ancl] ,has becomp veq

° popular.and helpful to.studerk.s," The Information File

continues/to be a N.aluable arid well-,used resource that
*

librarians frequently promote iilibrary instruction

presentations.

IS



The rebirth of the Information File waS just an

example of an even more significant development during-.

this first year, and the overall theme of this report is

that 'lithe philosdphy and'significance pf libraty instrudtion

have been accepted by the entire professional staff and

pprmeate library operations," The library instruction

, "program as a sighificant coMponent pf a library-
.

e change

from a tr ditional pE Sive stance to an active servi e-

centered stance. 'This type of orientation continues

the library's model, and the library instruction program

still a fundamental part of it.

be

11

The first year was not simply one succesSafter another

'of cotrse, and a list of weakneSses followed tdie liSt of

strengths.- The firSt weakness noted "eValuation and follow-up

have 'been the weakest part of.our program, as we have
0,

concent:rated on workingwith as many 4.1orofessg and students
*

as Possihle, Quan-0.ty of presentap.ions and student

contacts-may decline; quality should indrease immeasurably.".
- ,

. -
Evaluation of the program and its effectveness has always

been extremely difficult, but two deVices, student evaluations

and preliminary bibliography:forms,. have provided sothe

evaluation of program effectiveness,

Student evaluation forms were used frequently during'the

first three yrars of the program. These ev uations were in

general viery'positive and provided mUch encourageme.nt during

the early yeara. However, 'bedauSe the research methods and
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library tools presented in lectures were so new and

unfamiliar to almost all students, the evaluations provided

little more-than reinforcement that library instruction was

sorely needed.: They did not,provide insights into how

presentatibns might be improved or hOw successful they were

in improliing student research capabilities.

_The most successful evalUation instrument haa been the
0

preliminary bibliography form. This form is passed out-by

.
the librarian .at theend of a lecture, and students are told

12

to complete the form as they conduct their research in the

library, listing those sources they intend to use for their:,

final paper. The forms are gene'rally due in a week or two

at which time the librarian reviews them and makes suggestions

ii
for improVement. What was described in the first report is

still accurate now:

We find that most students act on our
suggestion.-a great majority of bibliographies
are at least adequate and show, the influence

,of library instruction,,,and many arc quite
sophiStiCated. We are convinced that these

.
time-consuming follow-up procedures are'
extremely beneficial 'both to the students
and to us, in evaluating, modifying,:and
planning,our program. Course instructors
have been very pleased with the fesulting
qUality of studentS' papers.

BesideS evaluation from students by way of evaluation
-ee

sheetsand prpliminary bibliography forms', there is also

faculty eValuation to which the above quotation alludes.

While there has never been a formal surve'of the faculty

for their evaluation of the library instruction program,
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informal evaluation is a constant process that occurs

before and after eVery presentation. Faculty members

often make suggestions on ways to improve a specific

lecture. Their comments have always been very pOsitive

and supportive overall. Perhaps the best.indication of

faculty regard for the program is that most of the presenta-

tions now. given are not original ones to new classes but.

are updated ones to the same class each quarter. This

repetitive quality shows 'more -than anything else that faculty

consider the,presentation'auseful and believe they they nake
0

a.difference in students' papers' and research projects.

The statement from thIs first'report that quantity

of presentations would decrease while quality should increase

has proven tobe accurate. Tor the first three years of,the

program the dominant objective was simply to reach as many

classes as possible and to work with as many faculty as

4possible. However, after two, or three yeart of this.emphasis

on actiiiity, duplication began to occ,ur. F.1&r example, it

was not uncommon by the third year of the program to lecture

to a clasa in which approximateiy one third-of the studentg

had had several library lectures' dinother classes, another .

third had had one, perhaps two, library ectures in other

classes,and"a final third had never heard a libra'ry

.presentatibn before and whose library skills were ninimal.

While lectures to classes are always individualized'

to the research needs of that particular class, repetition

occurred. Turthermore, there emerged a tendency to lecture
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the lbwest common denominator in order to assure that

each person-received at least the basic requirements.

Upperclassmen who by chance found themselves sitting through
r?

library presentations that repeated manY of the same basic'

sources began to resent library presentatiqns and ta.make

their resentments known to faculty members. Thus, in the
,

fourth year of the program, activity was,cut back, particularly

ln classes where a mixiof-upper- and iowerclassmen were likely

and where rese'arch projects were not unique or extensive.

A,purposeful deciine of activity improved the effective-

ness of the program in another way as well. For the,first

two or three years ali faculty' were contacted for possible

library presentations to their classes. There were a few

faculty members who were often hesitant or reluctant but if

they,were called, reminded, and gently prodded would in .

time.schedule a library presentation. -However, the verbal

and non-verbal,support by the faculty member was never strong.

-Not surprisingly, the Class perceived this lack of complete

support. The critical need for faculty support was noted in-

the 1979-80.report,that said 0"1-To matter how well prepared I

may be, no matter how slick the handout, and nb matter how

professional the lecture, if the verbal sand non-verbal support

\
and commitment from the faculty member is-not evident to the._

students, then my presentation will be successful to very
\

\few in that class." Students are very quick toiperceiVe a laCk-
,

f support on the part of 'a faculty member, so the prodding

and reminding of faculty in order tdi obtain a presentation

6
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was stapped. To carrect.this problem, efforts were shifted

toward improving clasSes that were successful and in working

with new faculty on a.more selected basis.

It is, of course, an easy matter to show a decline in

quantity, but it is.much-more difficult to demonstrate an

increase in quality- An indication of this transition-is'

evident in our statistics, however. Por example, comparing

the statistics fOr 198-1-82 with the second year Of the program,

1979-80,- there is a dealine of 52 percent ip the Amber of

courses reached. Yet, for these same years there has been a

decline of. just 29 percent in tille nUMber of.presentations

given., These figures indicate that while the program is
.?

reaching,fewer classes, those classes that-are receiving

instruction are being.worked with mote extensively.

The 1978-79 and 1979-80 reports are beSt examined

together since they cover an importan't transitional period.

The 1978779 report begins ominously:- "A great and potentially

disruptive,professibnal personnel turnover is occurring at the

University of Evansville." The turnoVer was indeed extensive -4

as the.deadof the library and the three librariahs most

responsible for library ins'eruction left. Despite this ominous

.beginning,: the overall tone of the report is positive, explaining

many of the accomplishments of this second year of the program.

One Portion details nine reasOns andexaMples of why "increased

effectiveneSs and depth have,characterized our ribrary

instruction and faculty relationships this year." These nine

itemsshow real development of the-program in areas.such as.



development of presentations, evaluation, handouts, and

, follow-up exercises.

In contrast, the 1979-80 report has a different tone,

i-ndicated by this,early statement: "The maintenance of the

program's high level lof activity] is no small accomplishment

[for this rear]',-consideting the extremely high personnel

turnover at the beginnin4 of the year."' The programdid

indeed maintain its activity during the third year atter the

"great and potentially disruptive" turnover, bUt the tress

towardS. depth that was initiated in 1978-79 was replac a by

a re-emphasis on quantity of activity and a focus on

re-establishment:Of the prOjram.

By the tiMe the fourth annual rePort was written, th

program was acjain developing in several areas. ,The fourth
.

report is primarilY a distillation of a review of the program

conducted as-part of a comprehensive library self-study.

, Many of the problems identified'in the 'fourth report have,

already been addressed and disdussed in the .report for this

year., It may be useful, however, to review,some of these
t

developments from a more long-range perspective..

.
The proposals to initiate a structured program of library

instruction by department deals with more than the problem

of instructional duplication. As explained above,.when

faced 'With a class of'mixed students sOme.of whbm are advanced,

some intermediate ahd Others at an elementary level of'library

.knowledge, there is a'tendency to lecture to the lowest' common

denominator. Even when-a more intermediate position is
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successfully taken in lecturing, discussion'of advanced

------J4brary tools and techniques is preclUded. If the structured,

proposaI.--is_successful,it will provide a sequence that will

_ .

-encourage and'perMit-the development of advanced library

skills and knowledge.

The proposal also addresses the need tb-produce graduates

within °a school or department whaaare unfformly compete-
.

in their library' skills.' This'goal has been impossible ta

reach as yet.since many,classes have a library presentation

one quarter but none the next depending on the interest and

support al,.:the individual faculty member teaching,the class.

rf a- department or school can formally adopt a proposal suth.,

as the two for Ntraing and Education, then specially selected

classes will receive library instruction consistently each

time the course is taught. For-these reasons the proposals

are a unique atteMpt to blend the Strengths of an integrated
,;

-approach to library instruction with the consistency and .

uniformity offered by other approaches.
_

The future 'of the library instruction prbgram is.ciear

in one respect: it will continue. Yet the program iS sure

. to Change and evolve as it has fbr,the past five years with

the support of the National EndowMent for the Humanities and

the Council on-Library Aesour6es. Clifford Library .has

established a,program that has become an integtal part of the

educational program'at the University of Evansville. Clearly,

this is a most constructive,result and one which willohave.

a

,

it>



lasting impact upon students attending the University

of Evansville.

Submitted by,.

18

David Carlson, Librarian..
Bibliographic Instruction

20
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FIVE-7YEAR STATISTICAL SUMMARY

1977-78

Courses: ' 55

Sections: 93

:Presentations:, 89

Students: 2,449

1978-79p

Sections: 112

Presentations: 118

eStudent: 2,395

1979-80

SectiOns: 108

Presentations: 123

Students: 2,298

192P-81'

Courses: 71

Sections: . 97

Presentations: .114
' Students: 2,142

1921-82

Courses: 52

Sections: 75

Presentations': 88,

.Studepts: 1,634

.Five.-Year*Totals

-Sections: 485

Presentations: 532.

Students- 10928

22
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TO.: Dean Oana

FROM: avid Carl

APPENDIX I I

MEMORANDUM
(rt-f

-

DPTE: February 4, 1982

RE: Library Instruction in the School of Education

.- 7,..., .

This past academic year the library' undertook. an extensive review
and analySis of'its programs,and serYiCes in a,self-study procesS
assisted-by-the Association of Retearch Obxmaries Office of,16.nagemeht ..

.Studies. The self-study had two primàryeajectives: first, identification
of heeds based-upon analysis and study and,sccond, the formulation of ,
,recommendations addressing the identified area's of eed,'

'Aoseries of task forces, composed of.teaching faculty, librarian&
.

. .

and students,-addressed specific areas of library service. One task.
..: force addressed the library program.of iatruction,-whereby lib ariahs

in-cooPeration withteachinp-faculty instruct students in the u e -of the ,

library and -genEral researchmethods. '
, ...

The primary issue-identlfied by the Task Force-on Library Instruction
.

was the uneven level-of Student 'library s011s and, becauseof this, that.'
instruction could rarely progress heyond the Most-basic. 'brary ahd researth
methods. The reason for this was .attributed tO the certainty and

.

variability of presentationsto classes. The Ta . Force noted in its report
that within a major-a partialar class may have alibrary presentation one
year and.hone the next. While the results of this process are several,
perhaps the-mbst significant .is that 'Some students graduate with substantial
library'knowledge while others gradUate with only the mbst hasic, elementary
knowledge .of the.library and research methods. The Task Force- also-noted
that there appeared to 1?e a humber of clatses in various discinlines in
need of instruction beyond the basic level bat which are not.receiving it..
The Task. Force attributed this.to the .lack of a structured approach to
ihstruttion which would allow for a 'progressive instructional sequence and
thus the'opportuniy to teach more advanced libraryskills.

, ,

I. know that the faculty in the 'chool of Education are supportive.of.
l ibrary instruction- and'aware that- no four-year program can totally equip.
a _graduate for a lifelong career,_1!hile the idea' of led_hing as a lifelopo

.' . process is an old one, it is especially true in our society as the so-called
Anformation explosion- continues and We learn more about the\process of
:learning, the process ofteaching, theories of motivation and new methods ;

'of instruction. As storehouses and disseminators of information,'librarieS
'play a critical role .

in this process and the skills to access libra.ries
assume equal importance.. To asqure that undergraduate students in Oucati4 ,

'receive these skills, a three-step proliosal for a.- structured prograM of
library instruction is, attached to this memo:'

,,

23
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:Dean Oana
Page 2 G.

g.It is my hope that the attached proposal or an amended,one be
adopted by the School of Education faculty.. Briefly, this.proposal
recommends a library tour/discussion 'in Eduation0100, a lecture to
Education 200 or Enalish 212, and a lecture/demonstration to Education 302.I would be pleased to meet with you or the full faculty for discussion
at your convenience.

dt

Encl.

24



A Structured Program Of 'Library Ihstruction
For Undergraduates in the\School.of Education

h

This proposal consists,of three progressive levels of instruction in
ltbrary reSearch skillS. Each of these, levels haS 'a specific set of objectives
and a class.or choice of classes,where the skills can be. taught and the,objectivet
met. It should..be noted that.the choice of classes is the:least important element
of this.proposal and the most open element to discussion anderevis'ion. Indeed,
if this proposal' is' to be a durable apd 'successful program over time, tile seleCi:ion
of classet must always be flexible and survive the inevitable vicissitudes Of
durrtculum. At-the same time, however-, there are three'important considerations
in choosing classes:.

, .

1. The:levels% of instrUction .are progressive and the.skills of a higher.
level dePend on'mastpry-.of the lbwerclevels.--Therefore, claSses

should be'ghoseh so'that all4students in the school will have taken
them by graduation and that', as much as Possible, these classes be

.

elected Sequentially by students::

4 . .

Library skills are functional ones,thafreouire use to effeCtively
learn and master. It is imnortant that each'Class identified for

7ihstruction have.some type cr`" assignment invOlving use o'f thelibrarv.
The exact bature of this as'sionment is 'unimportant and could be the 4,

traditional ,term paper (of varying length) or any assignment that
involves librarY research, depending on the subject of the class,

41.;i=interest of the Professor,'Class objectives, etc . .

Library instruction shodi'd take place the same quarter of the
library-related assignment; otherwise, students ouestion the
relevance of the instruction to the class and later, when thc.
skills are needed, much of the information isl-orgotten..

P student in the School-..of Education who proCiresses throllgh these levels -

,of instruction in library rese'arch and can,shoi- by the third:level the successful
incorporation of these researCh skills by the prOduction of a bibliography that'
that is current and up-to-date, c7 high quality, and of a sufficient quantity
'of references to cover the-subjezt will be coMpetent in library research in.the
field of 'education. '. .

.
.... ,

I. Education 100: Cai-eer Decisions
.

,
.

.

As one of the, first classes taken by ali stUdents in, education, 100 is'a
. natural place to begin the process of library iPstruction. The objectives of

Education 100 are not considerable since the class is intended primarily as an
orientation to the profession' of education'and an,introduCtion to major issues
and "factors which.influence stude.nis, teacbers and, learning". (1980/82 '

Undergraduate.Bulletin).
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. .

'Thç7library praientationto_Education-10G:will alsb be an introduction
and OH ntation. There will be.an.:orientation to the physical arrangement -.

..,

of the 1ibrary and its resources intluding -'p'discussion ofthe Library.of
Congress ClassifiCation system,"arrangement of the referencevrea, 'placement
of journals and a brief exPlanation of. the Use of- microforms. The tour will .

also provide:the vehicle fman explanation of local library-tools, such as .. ,

the divided card .catalog and'the.Periodicals flOWin-gt--Ost, and an- Introduction
to Education Index as an example cit a. specialized index ,

Objectives:

A, Understands the difference bgtween the author/title card catalog
and the subject catalog.

1. Given, either an author ortitle of a bookoWned_by'Cliffopdl.
can identity the correct pllAdmber.

2. Given a straightforward Subject heading,:can-Adeqtify.two or
three books owned by4the/Iibrary on the topic.

B. .Comprehends the physiceii organiza4O6 of materials in the library.
. .

>
-1. Locates needed books and.periodicals.
2. Uses needed microforms and'askS'for help in this area'

, .when needed:

takes.effective use of Education Index and understands that Eddcatign
'Index is a source.of professional information in the field of education.

1. Given a straightforward.education-related sybSect,.lists two or
three articles,in nrofesiional journals:

2. Is able to state that the primary differente'between Peader's' Guide
and Education Index is that Reader's Guide covers nOpular sources
lohly- and EducatioQ Index covers- profpssional sources of information-
in educatic6.

3. Carrectly reads_a citation from Education Index by identifying its
impOrtant elements,..such as source, 'Volume, pages-, date, etc.

II. Education 200: Foundations of.American Education.
English 212-: Research and Report Writing .(proposed)

Beyond the orientation to the library s phYsical arrangement and an intro,
duction to.Education Index, there needs to be a more advanced distussion:of
imbortantlibrarY research tools in addcation.. This secOnd Oresen4tion will
emohasi2e the. resources:of ERIC including the use of RIE, CH.E.and the

: Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors. While this presentation'should also cover the
Encyclopedia of:Edupation and Good's Dictionary of Education, the inclusion of
other sources Mtil vary according to.subject emphasisof the'class, interest of
the professor-and the specific ri.ture of the library-related assignment. Possible
sources include:., Burbs'.Mental Measurements Yearbook, Psycholooical.Abstracts,
ExcePtional Child Education Resources, Digest of Educational Statistics,
Social.Sciences Index, Library of 'Congress Subject Headings, and how to identify

' and use speciaTTiErgibliographies in the card catalog such as Harman,
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The:Polltict of Education, Winchell, The Hyperkinetic Child, ahd other
spetialized bibl:jograpilies as they appear in ERIC.

'Finally, s'cudents will complete at this level -a preliminary bibliography
form on the'topic of the library-related assignment. These will be 'evaluated
by thelibrariah apd faculty member and returned to the student.

kin the choice of a Class, English 212 has a 'diStinct advantage in that
one of its primary-objectives:As to teach research and, general information-
gathering methods. It it a proposed course, however, and even if approved,
may bemire difficult to include lbrary instruction tonsistently as the' T

interests'ahd emphasisiof the class change'with differut professors.
Alternatiyely, Education 200 is taught within the School of Education; however,in the past it has not generally had'a-librarv-related assignment.)

. .

A. Comprehends and utilizes the concepts of 'search strategy with
a.

variety of types-of.sources represented in'the bibliography..

1. Locates a scholarly background article, literature revieW, or
-- 'specialized bibliograPhy re3ated to the topiel;
2. The bibliography includes citations ip' important books,

professional journal articles and ERIC documents. 'The
.bibliography will exhibit minimal reliance--if any--on popular
sburces, such.:as TiMe, gewsweekand-u.s. News.

C. Hasa iroucih understanding,of theuse. and organization ofERIC.
t-

.

'1. AbIe.to name' at least three differences.between RIE and CIJE.
2. States two reasons wfty ED numbers are imnortant.
3. ..Given:an incorrect subject headingr in-ERIC, ls able to identify

the.correct-heading and twb related headings through Use of
the ERIC Thesaurus.

C. Feels positively towards the librarians; recognizes thote workinr
at the Reference Desk as a guide to further sburces of information
if needed, and as a willinq . aidrto the intenretation of reference -
tools Aen problems'of Use and interpretationarise.

1. 50 percent of the students in a Class ask 'a Reference Librarian
for.'help'at leatt ontein the procesS of-their research.

2. 90 percent of the students term the librarians as helpful on an
evaluation form. ,

III: .Education 302: Human Growth and Development

With an understanding of basic researgh tools and'some experience' in the
use of specialized edUcational research tools, .a student can'understand the
concepts-behind computerized literaturesearching'and have a much better
appreciation0fits capabilities.

The presentation to this class will focus onAhe use of computerized
literature search services. ,This Will inClude an-explanation of computerized
searching, how to initiate a search at Clifford Library, the limitations and

.

advantages of computer. searching, and what type.of requests are best suited
to this type of research-. Also incloded will be a demonstration to the class
of-online searching.

-t.



Objectives:

A. Understands the concept of computerized literature searching.

1. Describes the primary roles of data base producers and data
base vehdors and the relationship between the two.'2. Names at least two vendors of data base services.

B. Has a basic understanding of the logic used in online searching.

1. Given a list of the three major Boolean operators can describe
their logical function in either words or diagrams.2. Given a reseaich problem statement is able to break down the
problem into Ats significant concepts' for an online search.

Aware of both-the limitations and advantages of computerized
literature sejrching.

1. Lists'at least two advantages pf an online'seirch.
2. Lists at least two disadvantages or limitations of an Online search.3. GiverLa jist of rBSearch problem statements chooseg those bestsuited to a computerized literature search'and states rationalefor the choices.
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MEMORANDUM

--TO: Rosemarie Minutilla

FROM: David Carl

DATE: November 16, 1981

-RE: Library Instruction in Nursing Baccalaureate Program

PPEND

This past academic year the library undertook an extensive review and
analysis of its programs and services in a self study process assisted by
the Association of Research Libraries Office of Management Studies. The
self'study had two primary objectives: first, identification of needs based
upon analysis and study and, second, the formulation of recommendations
addressing the identified areas of heed.

A Series of task forces, composed of teaching facultY, librarians and
students, addressed speciflc areas of library service... One task force
addressed the library program of instruction', whereby librarians in cooperation
with teaching faculty instruct students'in the use of the library and general
research methods.

The primary issue identified by the Task Force on Library Instruction
was the greatly uneven level of student library skills and, because of this, .

instruction could rarely progress beyond-the most basic library and research
methods; This was attributed to the uncertainty and variability of presentations
to'classes Ihe Task Force noted that within a major a particular classrmay
have a library presentation one year and none the next. While, the results Pf
this,processare seVeral, perhaps the most significant is that some Students
graduate with substantial library knowledge while others graduate with* only
the most basic, elementany knowledge of the library and research methods.
The Task force als6 noted that there appeared to be a,number of classes in
various disdiplines in need of nstruction beyond the basic level but which are'
not receivi0 it. The Task Force attributed this to'the lack of a structured
approach to instruction allowing for.a progressive sequeIr of instruction on
library skills leading to the teaching of.more advancecrS ills. ,

Knowledge can change and expand so quickly and significantly regarding
the health sciences that it js especially important for hursing,graduates to
have the ability to identify and access information beyond personal-knowledge.
Our present,approach in ffUrsing is to make a single preuntation to the Freshmen
students in Nursing 155. While this provides a brief orientation to library
methods and the library itself, it does not provide for any advancement beyond ,

. .this .basic, introductory level.

Attached to this Memo is a three-siep proposal for a structured program
of library instruction in the beccalaUreate nursing pro.gram. BeCause you are
chairperson of the Curriculum Committee, I am sending this proposal to you:
Briefly, the pirosal recommends a single, fifty-minute lecture concerning

skil4s in three classes: Nursing 155 or 159, Nursing 353 and Nursing
481 or 482. It is my hope that this proposal, or in amended one, be adopted
by the nursing baccalaureate faculty. I would be pleased to meet with your
committee for discussion at your convenience, .
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A STRUCTURED PROGRAM'OF LIBRARY INSTRUCTION .

IN THE BACCALAUREATE NURSING PROGRAM

I The ng are three separate classes identified for library instruction
in the baccalau qte-pursing program. It is proposed that each class receive
a single, fifty-minute-lecture each ttmel the class is taught. The presentation
to these classes would be given-by a librarian and would'introduce a variety of
resources and se rch techniques appro rtate to the focus of the class and level
of the students a described below.

!

Since the li rary skills that will be taught are functional ones, we'believe
it is important-f r each class to have some type of assignment involving use of
the library. The xact nature of 'this assignment is:not important and could be
the traditional te paper or any assignment involving library research. If at
all possible, howe er, we do believe that instruction should take place the same
quarter of the assi nment; otherwise, students.question the relevance of the
instruction to the lass and later-, when the skills are needed, much is forgotten.

A nursing stude t who progresses through these levels of instruction in
library research'and can show by the third.level.the suCcessful incorporation
of these research skills by the production of a bibliography that-is cuerenf and
up-to-date, of .high q ality; and of a sufficient quntity'of references-to cover
the ubject will be c mpetent in library researth.

1. Nursin6 155 or,156. Orientation or'Introduction to Professional Nursing

classes taken by.all students in the baccalaureate
either 155 or 156 is a natural place to burin the
Ction. While sbme of the proposed material would be
on 104. not all nursing students take104 in their
unately, the library does not reach all sections of
y instruction., (The need or instruction in basic
is so needed that seVeral professors waive libiity

ch paper. It is not unusual for the library to reach
of Composition 104 in a.quarter.) Floreover, no
ition 104 class would discuss basic nursing,researc d.
sfri-ce lectures to 104 classes include only the most
ols and:techniques'relevant to the whole class.

As one of the f rs
nursing degree progr m,
process of library inst
repetitivefrom Compo
freshman year and, un
Composition 104 for 1
grammar and writing s
instruction and the r
less-than half.the se
lecture to a general
tools.such as Index.M
basic and genera

The presentation
methods and basic libr
Allied Health- Indek.'
arrangement of'resourc
,discussion.within the
_in 'Clifford LibTaT
Interlibrary. Loan, and-

aryt

tO Nu
ry t
lso

s'of
ectur
h as
the E

sing 155 or 156 will introduce aenerai.research
ols in nursing such as Index Medicus and'Nursing and
cluded will be an introduction to the physical
lifford Library (perhaps by a brief tour or by
) and the unique sources of information and access
he card catalog; Periodical Holdings List,
ansville'Health Sciences Consortium Listing.
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Objectives:

A. Comprehends the physical organization of materials in the library.

1. Locates needed books and'periodicals.
2. Uses needed microforms and equipment.

B. Feels positively towards the librarians; recognizes those working
at the Reference Desk as a guide to further sources of information,
if needed, and as ayilling aid-to the interpretation of reference
tools when problems of use and interpretation arise.

11 '50% of the students, in a class ask a Referenee Librarian for
help at least once in the process of their research.

-2. 90% of the students term the librarians as helpful on an'
evaluation form.

C. Makes effective use of the card catalog.

1. Identifies books by author, title or subject.
2. Identifies and explains the use of subject tracings.

D. -Makes effective use of basic indexing tools in Nursing.

1. Selects relevant articles on a subject from Abridged Index Medicus
and Nursing Allied Health Index.

2. 'Chooses appropriate indexing terms on'a topic.
3. Correctly reads a citation from'the indexes.

E. Understands the functiOn of a periodical holdings list.

1. Identifies journals held by Clifford Library, dates of ownership
and format of holdings.

2. Selects local health science lib.raries that own periodicals
not received by Clifford.

2. Nursind 353: Psychiatric ,,Mental Health Nursing

Beyond the basic intrbduction provided in the freshman year, there should
be some review of library.sources and further discussion of research methods.
Nursing 353 is a good class for this intermediate step since it is taken
primarily by Juniors who would not shave had any library instruction in nursing
since the first quarter of their freshman year two years ado. It is also

conducive to this level of Study because it has a writing requirement. This

requirement entails the use of library sources in the field of psychology which
are not a part of an introductory lecture on nursing sources.

This intermediate session' will unde'rtake a brief review of the major nursing
resources with partiCular attention to their usefulness and limitations in
psyChiatric nursing topics. ,Also included will-be the introduction of research
tools in psychology,'such as Ps cholodical Abstracts, Social Sciences Index,
Annual Review of Psycholy,nd t e International Encyclopedia of Pschiatry,
Psychology, Psychoanalysis and Neurology. Any specific sources especially'
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relevant to Psychiatric-Mental Health Nursing would also be noted, such as
significant journals in the field or particularly relevant subject headings
in the card catalog. Tinally, students will complete a preliminary bibliography

form on the proposed topic of their paper. These would be evaluated-by the
librarian and faculty member and returned to the student.

Objectives:'

A. Comprehends and utilizes the concepts of search Strate9Y.

1. Locates a scholarly background article or literature review on
a,topic related to Nursing/Psychology.

Realize he value of multiple and diverse sources of information.

1. Taken as a whole, the bibliography presents a balanced view
of the topic with all significant issues represented and both

'disciplines of psychology and nursing in particular represented.

2. Given a five to ten page paPer, each student shall list in the
bibliography a-minimum of five to ten sources depending upon'

the lengthand subject.

C. Relies heavily on scholarly sources of information.

1. 9Q% of the sources identified for-the assignment are from scholarly

journdls and books not popular sources, such as Time, Newsweek,
and Psychology-Today.

+.

D. Is aware of the -nature and variety of indexing and abstracting tools.

1. Bestdes the nursing indexes, the student Selects relevant-articles
from Psychological Abstracts, SoCial Sciences Index and the Annual

Revtew of Psychology as needed.

3. Nursing 481 or 482: Issues In Nursing or Nursing Research

As the preliminary Courses to_Nursing 483, which requires a full review

of the literature for a research proposal, either 481 or 482 is an excellent

class to introduce,advanced concepts of research.

The presentation,to this class will focus on the use of computerized

literature search services. This will include an 'explanation of computerized

searching, how to initiate a search at Clifford Library, the limitations and

advantages of computer searching, and what type of requests,are most suited

to this type of 'research.. Also included will be a demonStration to the class.

of on-line searching.



Objectives:

A. %Underitands the concept of computerized literature searching.

1. Describes the-relationship between and the primary roles of
data base producers and data base vendors.

2. Names at least two vendors of data base services.

B. Has a basic' understanding of the logic used 1n on-line.searching.

1. Given-a list of the three major Boolean %operators can describe
their logicalsfunctio'n in either words or diagrams.

2. Given a reSearch problem statement is able to break down the
problem into its significant concepts.

C. Aware of both the limitations and advantages of computerized
literature searching.

1. Lists at least two advantages of an on-line sea'rch.
2. Lists at least two disadvantages or limitations of an on-line search.
31 Given a list of mearch problem statements chooses those best

suited to a computerized literature search and states rationale
for the choices.
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APP\ENDIX IV

LIBRARY INSTRUCTION
STATISTICAL REPORT

1981-1982

TOTALS TOR ALL AREAS

CourseS: 52

Sections: 75

PreseptatiOns: 88

Studehts: 1,834
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T. Humanities

Composition

LIBRARY INSTRUCTION

.Summer session, 1981

Coursesf 2

Sections:, 2 4

Presentations: 2

Students:

-Communication

44

Courses1 1

Sections: 1

Presentations: 1

Students: 8

Education:
Courses: 3 (2 graduate)
Sections: , 3 ,

Presentations: 3

Students: - 52 (30 graduate)

II. Non-Humanities

Psychology
Courses: 2

Sections: 2

Presentations: 2

Students. 21 a

Sociology
Courses: 1

Sebtions: 1

Presentations: 1'

Students:, 5

Totals

CourSes:
Sections: 4

Presentations:
StUdents:

6'7

9

9

131 (30 graduate)



r

I. Humanities

Art:

Courses: 3,

Sections': 3

PreSentations:
Students: 75

Communications:

\\Courses: 1 ,

. Sections:
PresentatiOns:,
Students': 21

Composition:

CourSes:
Sections: 4

Presentations: '

Students: 9.1

LIBRARY INSTRUCTION
STATISTICAL REPORT
FALL QUARTER 1981

Education:I

CourSes: -2 (1 graduate)\.
Sections: .5

-Presentations: 5

'Students: 123 (12 graduate)

Geography:

CourseS4
ections: 1

Presentations: 1

Students: 6

Music:

Courses: 1

.Sections: 1

Presentations:
Students: 5 .

/



-Political Science

Courses:
Sections:
Presentations:
Students: 9

:

SociOlogy-and Social 0Ork:

Courses: 2

Sections: 2:

Presentations: 12

.Students:. 35

II. NON HUMANITIES

.Nursing

COurses: 3 (1 graduate)
Sections: 4'
Presentations:. 4

Students: 112 (58 graduate)

physical Education:

Courses:. 1

'sectiona:.

Presentations: 1

StUdents: 18

Psychology:

Courses: 1

Sections: 1

Presentations:
Students: 47

TOTALS

Courses': la.

Se.ctions: 24

Preqentations: 27

Stuclents: 542



c_.

LIBRARY INSTRUCTION'
STATISTICAL REPORT
SPRINO QUARTER 1982

I. Humanities

COmMunications:

Courses:
Sections: 2

Presentations: 2

Students: 34

"Composition:

Courses:
Sections: .5
Presentations:
Students: 126

:

Education:

Courses: 2 (1 gkaduate)

Sections: 3

,.PreentatiOns: 3

Students: 525 gradate)

History:

CourseS: 1

Sections: 1

Presentations: 1

Students: 7

Political Science:

Courses: 1

,Sections: '1;
-
Presentations:
.Students: 11

Sociology and .8ocial Work:-

. Courses: .1

Sections:
,Presentations: 2.

Students: 27
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II. NON .HUMANITIES

Business:

Courses:
Sections: 2

Presentations: 2

Students: 63

'Engineeringu,'

-Courses: 1

Sections: 2

Presentations: 2

Students: 73

Nursing:

Cour'ses: ,1

Sections: 1.

Presentations:
Students: 38

Psychology: .

Courses:. '1

Sections: 1.,

Presentations: 1

Students: 38

TOTALS

Courses: 14

Sections: W)

Presentations: 23

Students: 467



BIBLIOGRAPHICAL INSTRUCTION

: STATISTICAL REPORT,

WINTER QUARTER:1980-1981

I, Humanfties'

COmmunicatiOns

Courgeg: 1

SeCtiong: 1

Presentations:
StudentsL 21

CompositiOn

.Courses: 2

SectionsL 13

Stesentations: 19

StudentsL 344

Education

Courses: 1.(graduate)
SeCtion§: 1 g

. Presentations; 1

Students.: 18 (all graduate).

Para-legal

Courges: 1 (graduate)

'Sections: 1

Presentations: 1 (handout onlY)

Students:

4

1?

0
Philosophy and Religion

Courses: 1.

Sections: 1

Presentations: .1

.Students: 15 (handout only)'

Political Science

Courses: 1

Sectiong': 1

Presentations:
5tudents.: 11

Sociology

Courses: 1.

Section's: 1.

Presentations:
StudentsL 7

a



Non-Humanities

Biology

Courses: 1.

Sections: 1

Presentations: 1 (handout only)

Students: 20

Physical Education

Courses: 1

Sections: 1

Presentations:
Students: 11

Psychology

Courses: 1

Sections: 1

Presentations: 1

Students: 31

Q

Winter Quarter Totals,A11 Areas

Coprses: 11
Sections: 22

Presentations: 29

Students: 494


